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Ancero Named AT&T Gold Solution Provider Champion 

 
South Jersey Company One of Only 11 Nationwide Recognized for Outstanding Service  

 
Mount Laurel, NJ (January 29, 2013) – Ancero, a leading IT managed service provider in the Delaware 
Valley, today announced that it has received the distinction of being named a 2013 AT&T Gold Solution 
Provider Champion. This recognition is reserved for AT&T Alliance Channel members that go above and 
beyond to serve business customers. In 2013, only eleven Gold Champions were named nationwide, and 
Ancero was the only company to earn the award in the South Jersey / Greater Philadelphia area. 
 
“This is an outstanding honor and a true testament to the work our team does day-in and day-out to 
make sure our clients have the best technology, solutions, and service AT&T provides,” said Fred 
Barilotti, Executive Director of Ancero.  “Telecom solutions are more diverse than ever before and 
businesses are more dependent on them.  It’s our job to make sure that whether clients are 
implementing a bring-your-own-device policy, making a move to the cloud, or switching to VoIP, they 
know that they can get the quality of AT&T products with the service of a locally-based business.  We 
look forward to working with many more South Jersey and Philadelphia area companies that have a gold 
standard like we do.” 
 
In earning the title of Gold Solution Provider Champion, Ancero has been recognized for: 

• Proven expertise in providing solutions for customers, with consistently high levels of 
performance 

• Single point of contact for the development of integrated solutions ranging from simple to 
complex to fuel customers' growth 

• Customer support synergy by combining their own capabilities with the power of AT&T's 
Network Management, Customer Care and Billing 

• Technical expertise developed through rigorous training and robust learning curriculum. 
 

AT&T's Alliance Channel program helps Solution Providers qualify and serve customers, while expanding 
their range of solutions and customer base. Being a program member has its own advantages; being 
recognized as a Solution Provider Champion acknowledges the commitment and success these firms 
have in the program. 
 
About Ancero 
Ancero is the Delaware Valley’s leading provider of managed services and communications. With more 
than 20 years of experience, bolstered by a proven track record of success in this fast-paced field, 
Ancero designs, deploys and manages business networks to meet every customer’s distinct 
telecommunications and technology needs. More is at www.ancero.com.  
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